
PARALLEL SHAFT & RIGHT ANGLE REDUCERS
11 SIZES, RATIOS UP TO 500:1 AND 
TORQUE RATINGS UP TO 40,000KG-M OUTPUT

SHAFTS - Output shafts are made of heat treated, Maximum strength carbon steel, through hardened 
prior to turning and grinding. Close tolerance bearing shoulders facilitate the mounting of bearings. 
Highly polished surfaces are provided for oil seals to assure their long life. Large diameters are 
specified throughout for maximum strength and overhung load capacity.

BEARINGS - Husky roller bearings provide maximum longevity.Output shafts have high capacity 
roller bearings for heavy overhung and thrust loads.

SEALS -SEALS - Dual lip type oil seals are standard. Grease purged and labyrinth seals are available options.

HOUSINGS - Rugged fabricated steel housings constructed to exacting specifications are standard. 
Special configurations and castings also available.

LUBRICATION - Continuous splash lubrication including troughs and feeds and drains to bearings is 
used on most ratios and speeds. Forced lubrication untilizing oil pumps, filters, heat exchangers, sight 
gauges and alarm systems is available. Lubrication systems are designed for floor mounting. Other 
mounting positions are permissible.

EFFICIENCEFFICIENCY - Based on 100% load and 100% speed the approximate efficiency of parallel shaft 
units is 98% for double reduction. 97.5% for triple reduction, and 96.5% for quadruple reduction. For 
right angle units apporoximate efficiencies are 97.5% for double reduction, 97% for triple reduction, 
and 96% for quadruple reduction. Actual operating efficiencies may deviates slightly.

HICO also offers drop in replacements for a wide variety of competitor reducers, they can also design 
and manufacture custom gear reducers to accommodate customers specifications.

For more information please contact your Canadian Representative MEP with your requirements.
TToll Free: 877-812-7778 or Email: information@mep.ca

Features:

GEARS AND PINIONS - Helical gear teeth are cut on high quality, alloy 
steel material, then carburized, hardened, and precision ground. The 
resulting gears and pinions provide high durability ratings with decreased 
stress and dynamic loads, which provides longer life. Meets AGMA Level 
12 specifications.




